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ABSTRACT 

The difficulties encountered in obtaining a solution for the regu¬ 

lar reflection of an oblique ionizing shock wave at a vail are discussed* 

In general it vas not possible to obtain the entire solution for the 

shock pattern from one dimensional flow considerations* Hovever, in the 

flow region relatively far removed from the vail, a free stream region, 

a solution may be obtained vhich vill give both the equilibrium and non- 

equilibrium fluid properties behind the Incident and reflected shocks 

as veil as the reflected vave angle. It is also shown that for the case 

where reaction thicknesses may be considered negligible this will be the 

complete solution* 

In order to obtain a solution for the flow across a shock vave, the 

conservation equations of mass, energy, and momentum are solved simul¬ 

taneously with the equation of state and an expression for the ioniza¬ 

tion reaction rate* Due to the nature of the equations only a numerical 

solution vas possible, therefore, the method is demonstrated for a par¬ 

ticular set of Initial conditions* 



SYMBOLS 

Subscripts (unless otherwise specified): 

e » electrons 

1 - ions 

B ■ Saha Constant 

E « Ionization energy 

e ■ Internal energy 

e° » internal energy of formation 

h ■ enthalpy 

k - Boltzmann Constant (I.38 x lO*1^ ergs/*K) 

J ■ distance 
M *■ atomic mass 

m « electron mass 

N “ reference number density given by n * 

n “ number density of ions or electrons 

Nft » Avagodro’s Number (6.025 x 10
2^ atams/mole) 

P “ pressure 

R » Gas Constant (82 atmospheres cm^/mole *K) 

T ■» absolute temperature 

t » time 

uft 
m velocity component normal to shock 

u^ ■ velocity component tangential to shock 

u » total velocity 

V « volume 

x » degree of ionization 

/ * ratio of specific heats 

“ streamline deflection 



lv 

6 - electron charco (4*80 x 10“*® olcctro*otatlc unite) 

<r » ebocls vavo eaclo 

f m density 

X& " electron neon free path 

«• poloculnr volghb 
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INTRODUCTION 

The problem discussed la this work is one of determining shock 

patterns resulting from the reflection of an Ionizing oblique shock 

fiont. The problem to be solved, therefore, vill be that Indicated In 

figure (l) shown on page 26. Given the Incident shock and fluid proper¬ 

ties In the equilibrium region (l), see figure 1, determine the fluid 

properties in all other regions and the reflected shock pattern. As In 

ordinary gas dynamic shock reflections, the basis for determining the 

reflected wave vill be by imposing a single boundary condition; that Is, 

the flov direction following the reflected shock must be such that the 

flov adheres to the vail. It vill be seen later that due to the applica¬ 

tion of the conservation of momentum streamlines are deflected as 

they pass through a reaction region. In applying the above boundary con¬ 

dition for a reflection this deflection must be combined with the shock 

deflection to give the total flov deflection "<f H through the entire non- 

equilibrium region. The boundary condition may now be restated simply 

M S. * 

where " is the total flow deflection for a given streamline through 

the Incident shock and fallowing reaction region and " is the total 

flov deflection through the reflected shock and reaction region for the 

same streamline. In a region far removed from the vail this boundary 

condition may be employed to yield the reflected wave angle once the 

equilibrium fluid properties and flow direction behind the incident shock 

are determined. There vill be no difficulties encountered even though 

the reaction thickness behind the reflected shock may be finite since far 

from the vail streamlines will have sufficient room In which to allow for 

deflection through this reaction region; the boundary condition only re- 
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quiring that vhen the flow finally reaches the equilibrium region 5 that 

its direction vlll he parallel to the vail* Near the vail, hovever, 

there vlll not he sufficient room for the flov to deflect through the 

finite reaction thickness* For example, for the streamline adjacent to 

the vail, the above boundary condition requires that the streamline may 

not he deflected at all In the reaction region* It can he said then that 

the vail Interferes vith the flov in this region and therefore it vlll 

also distort the reflected shock vave there* This distortion vlll he In 

addition to the curvature vhlch the shock vould experience as it passes 

through the non-equilibrium region 2 vhere the fluid properties are chang¬ 

ing due to reaction* In order then to determine the reflected shock pro¬ 

file In the vicinity of the vail the extent of the Interference by the 

vail must he determined by applying two dimensional flov theory to the 

region behind the reflected shock vhlch is also a non-equilibrium region 

of reaction* As is obvious, the application of tvo dimensional flov 

theory to this flov region near the vail Is difficult and a solution by 

this means vas not attempted. 

It is seen then that the original problem vhlch vas posed and In¬ 

dicated by figure (l) is over-optlmistlc and an exact solution may he 

obtained for the case of finite reaction thicknesses only In the free 

stream region, that is, relatively far removed from the vail* Hovever, 

for the case of negligible reaction thicknesses the vail Interference 

vlll vanish and the complete solution is obtained* For this case both 

the Incident and reflected shocks vlll be straight since they vould ex¬ 

perience curvature only In a non-uniform region or In a region experienc¬ 

ing vail Interference or both* 

In a uniform region experiencing no Interference the flov behind a 
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a shock may he calculated by knowing the properties ahead of the shock 

and either the wave angle " <T" or the total deflection angle " -f "• In 

the case of the Incident shock of this problem the Initial conditions 

will certainly be known and either " <r" or " " will be known. For the 

reflected shock the properties ahead of it will be determined by first 

solving for the flow across the Incident shock; the total deflection 

angle "J*" being given by the boundary condition* Therefore, the re¬ 

flected wave angle 'V " and the flow properties in the region behind the 

reflected shock may be determined. 

Now, it Is known that a simultaneous solution of the conservation 

equations of mass, energy, and momentum together with the equation of 

state give the solution across a compression shock wave* If these equa¬ 

tions are written for a simultaneous solution a shock is assumed* Fur¬ 

thermore, if the variable "x", the degree of ionization, Is Included, 

It Is assumed that the shock will upset chemical equilibrium and a reac¬ 

tion will occur* Therefore, in order to solve the equations a fifth 

equation must be added relating "x" to the other fluid properties. This 

fifth relation may be an equilibrium relation In which case only equilib¬ 

rium properties may be calculated. Or, the fifth relation may be a re¬ 

action rate equation In which case a simultaneous solution and Integra¬ 

tion will yield the fluid properties at any point behind the wave front 

as well as the reaction thickness* The first alternative was used In 

this analysis In order to solve directly for the free stream reflected 

wave angle and the following equilibrium properties, while a reaction 

rate equation was used to determine the reaction thickness behind both 

the Incident and reflected shocks* It will be obvious after the equations 

are written (see the next section) that a general solution by Integration 
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will be difficult* Therefore, in order to illustrate the method, initial 

conditions vill be assumed and a numerical solution given for this specific 

problem. The fluid medium is assumed to be argon and the following initial 

conditions are chosen to give large reaction thickness and hence the great¬ 

est difficulty through interference: 

P - 10’3 

T » 1667 *K 

M » 10 

IT - 29* 

x « 0.00 

The investigation vill be much simplified by considering only mona¬ 

tomic gases which contain only translational and Ionizations! degrees 

of freedom. Translational relaxation is known, however, to be an ac¬ 

tive degree of freedom (l.e., it requires little time to reach equi¬ 

librium) and its relaxation time is considered to be negligible. There¬ 

fore ionizations! relaxation only is considered. The following general 

assumptions are considered to prevail throughout the analysis: 

1. all components of the fluid are considered to be 

perfect gases. 

2. only first ionizations are considered. 

3* shock thicknesses are assumed negligible (l.e., the 

fluid emerges from the shock front with no change 

in composition). 

4. the fluid remains electrically neutral (l.e., « ne » n) 

5. recombination due to the presence of the wall is 

negligible. 

6. the effects of viscosity, thermal conductivity, and 

diffusion vill be neglected. 
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7* the flow Is assumed to he adiabatic, that Is radiation 

Is neglected. 

After the compression shock has established a chemical Instability 

In the fluid the manner In which the fluid approaches equilibrium will 

depend on the process by which recombination of Ions and electrons 

occur. Since most monatomic gases Ionize to form positive Ions and 

electrons this analysis shall further be limited to this case. There 

still remains, however, two processes by which lon-electron recombination 

can occur. These are: (l) radiative recombination and (2) recombination 

by three body collision. These are simply two mechanisms by which an 

electron-ion pair can lose the excess energy which prevents the poopsl- 

tively charged particles from recombining. If both the electron and 

ion before recombination are In thermal equilibrium with the surround¬ 

ing particles (l.e., both have energy 3^T), then as the pair of charged 

particles come Into close approxlmlty the energy of the pair will be 

4 kT + E/N 

and recombination will not result without a considerable amount of 

energy being lost by the pair. By quantum mechanics It Is seen that It 

Is possible under certain circumstances for Ions and electrons to re¬ 

combine with a simultaneous emission of a quantum of energy. However, 

due to the stringent requirements for the collision, recombination by 

this process Is very slow, and except for very rarefied atmospheres 

(much less than 1 mm of Eg) where three-body collisions become Improbable 

the contribution by this process can be considered negligible. The three- 

body process is one by which a third particle receives the excess energy 

by energy transfer In collision. Since for pressures of 1 mm of Hg and 

greater the three-body process gives the only significant contribution 
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to recombination It will be the only process considered. 

J. J. Thomson^ (1924) derived a theory of three body recombina¬ 

tion which has proved very successful. This result will be used In this 

study combined with the condition for Ionization equilibrium derived by 

(2) 
M. N. Saha' ' (1920) to deduce a form of the reaction rate equation. Hie 

method outlined here for obtaining a rate equation was used by N. C. 

(3) 
Freeman In his work on dissociation of diatomic gases behind strong 

shocks. This rate equation which Is assumed takes into account the varia¬ 

tion with time of fluid composition in the unstable reaction region. 

Now that the method has been outlined for the solution of the free 

stream flow and shock pattern an approximation may be considered for the 

flow along the streamline adjacent to the wall. Since the shock waves 

are considered to be very thin the flow at the wall will emerge from the 

shock Intersection in an un-lonlzed state. Now, if It Is assumed that 

the Incident shock wave will extend to the vail undeflected then the 

usual shock relations of gas dynamics may be employed to determine the 

reflected wave angle and the fluid properties directly behind the Inter¬ 

section. In addition by making certain assumptions concerning the varia¬ 

tion of the flow properties through the reaction region the reaction rate 

equation may be Integrated to give an approximation for the flow behind 

the shock Intersection 
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DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS 

Given the problem of Figure (l) the conservation equations of mass, 

momentum, and energy definitely apply in all regions of the fluid domain. 

For a shock lying in a uniform region experiencing no interference from 

the vail, the equations take a simple one dimensional form given below: 

Pi unl ' 
(mass) (1) 

or 0l - fun 

P1 + '"l unl2 ’ p * C* (momentum) (2) 

*
*
 

<
<
 

II 3
“
 

•H 

(momentum) (3) 

hi + v
2
 “ * + ' c* (energy) (4) 

2 A 

P “ (l + x) (equation of state) (5) 

■ u^ Sin c - u Sin (r- £) 

uti ■ Cos r ut » u Cos (<T- «f ) 

The subscript "i" represents the value of the quantity directly in front 

of the shock (usually a known quantity) and the quantity without a sub¬ 

script represents the value at any point behind the shock. Observe from 

equations (l) and (3) that 

u » u 
t uti 

It is seen then that in the free stream region the oblique shock may be 

treated as a normal shock with a superimposed constant velocity pa/mi i 

to the normal shock. And equations (l), (2), (4), and (5) give the 

solution of a normal shock while the variable "xM acknowledges ionization 

behind the front. 
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The enthalpy tens of equation (4) can he written as a function of 

temperature and degree of ionization as: 

h-e+p (6) 

where "j" represents the J*th constituent in a mixture of gases# Now 

considering volume quantities indicated hy a superscript "v" f 

« v ® RP + e °] 
J 2 i J Na 

eV - [| NT + ee°] x N + t| RT + e^J x N + t| RT + e°] [l - x]N 

and "e is chosen as zero and 
& 

o o 
e4 + e u » E 
1 e 

eV - N [| RT (l + x) + x E] 

and on a per unit basis 

e -fjj-T (l + x) 

then using equations (5), (6), and (7) equation (4) becomes 

2 
55 

(7) 

If Tt (l+Xj) -|S T (1 + x) (8) 
or 

C » ^ R T (l + x) + ^£5 + ~ 
3 2 Jr A VA x' f 2 

Substituting equations (l) and (5) into (2) to eliminate ”p" and "/*" 

gives 
c RT 

c2 - (X f X) — + Cl un 

Now using equation (4) to eliminate "T” gives 

2 c, C, 2 c. Ex 

cj u 2 * tc23 un + 1 b2 - “TV* 
3
 " ° 

5 1 r 
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or, 

vhere, 

u ^ + A, u + (A_ + AJX) 
n in '2 3 

fa 

E 

solving for u& gives 

un--£±i VV - 4 (A2- V> 

or, u
n * ' ^ ^*3* \N " * 

- 4 A» 
vhere, A^ - (   ) 

3 

(9) 

It should be noted that In the above relation there are two solutions 

and the one corresponding to the (-) sign If the trivial solution 

(l.e., this solution corresponds to no change in the flow properties)* 

The (+) sign Is the proper solution and corresponds to the normal shock 

solution* 

Equations (l) and (9) give 

(10) 

From equation (8); 
u 

j ■ 1 _ x
 5 B(I + x) ‘ v3 2 

using equation (9) gives 

T „ 2 »  r/ \ A3 \ + 
A1 .VS /A ~ + ^2 _ E\ * 

T 5 R(1 + x) l'C3 2 ' + 2 \/A4 '2 1 
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or 

where, 

Bp - *1 
* 2 

, -2.5. 
3 2 ^ 

Equations (9), (10), and (ll) give u* / * and T as functions of x only. 

It now remains to develop tbs reaction rate equation relating x to 

and T so that a solution nay be made. 

Peactlon Rate: The net rate at which lono or electrons are appearing 

In the fluid Is given by 

where* "rD" is the rate of formation of ions or electrons per unit 

voluae and "r^H Is the rate at vhlch Ions or electrons are disappearing 

duo to recombination • The recombination rate "r” for three body re- 
A 

combination has been studied by Thomson and given as follows* 

r - a2 
rR *n 

where "a" is the coefficient of recombination. This form of the re¬ 

combination rate can be Justified very simply as follows although it Is 

not to bo considered a regonous proof. 

Since an electron In thermal equilibrium duo to Its n-nnii wq«n h*n 

an average velocity of agitation much greater than that of the ion the 

electrons can bo considered the only particles moving. In a "dt” 

an electron sweeps out a volume MdV” of 
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/jr' Q _ 

dV " ¥ C v dt 

where " T " is the appropriate collision cross-section and Mv" Is the . 
C 

o 
are rage electron velocity* Now since there are r; > "n" ions per cm, each 

electron will encounter in a time dt 

'TT T 2 - 
c <r<f v dt 

ions, and since there are also "n" electrons per car there will he a 

total of 

~ 2 - _2 
c <Te~ v n dt 

encounters of ions and electrons per cur. Therefore, if "s" is the 

probability of a recombination at an encounter then the rate of re- 

3 
combination of ions or electrons per cm is given by 

<7T 2-2 
rr, ■ ' /r v n s 
R 

0
 c 

or 

and 

rR *» an ■ a (Na//*If) 2s2 

77 2 - 
¥ v 8 

Thomson gives the following relation for "a” in a three body recombi¬ 

nation process as 

% * 
_ , 8 k T \ 87Tr_ m 

a ■ V TTZ—) ° 7r m 
3» ^ 

where r is a critical distance measured from the ion center, within 
o 

which should an electron lose an amount of energy of order "kT" by 

collision with a third particle of atomic size recombination will occur* 

“r ” is given by 

- ro 3kT 

The mean free electron path " can be obtained as 
6 
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Uhero "Op* la the diffusion cross-section tor electrons end neutral atono 

Substituting rQ and X 0* "a" la obtained aa 

Note that the shove analysis conoidcro that the only collisions result* 

Ins in a recombination are thoso of an electron vith a third particle 

vlthln a distance r fron on ion* 2Mo Is correct elnco In an encounter 
o 

between Iona and electrons only the electron due to the attractive fbrceo 

vill gain a significant amount of energy. 

Zt should bo noted the Thomson theory os used here vlU be valid 

only at pressures ouch below a saturation pressure which la defined be¬ 

low* Zt is seal in Thomson's work that the probability tero "o” In the 

above theory approaches a Unit at higher pressures* The pressure at 

which the recombination coefficient becomes Independent of pressure is 

called the saturation pressure* Experinentol data has shewn that the 

recombination coefficient Is not Independent of the pressure in any 

range end apparently the theory breaks down as the pressure approaches 

the saturation pressure* In addition the value of "s* which woo used In 

this instance corresponds to the special caoo of rQ/^e is very trail* 

that la* fbr pressures touch below the saturation pressure* Therefore, 

for larger values of rQ/;\ Q a noro general fOro of the probobillty fac¬ 

tor "0" oust be used* How at pressures In the range of the saturation 

pressure end larger where ^ is Infinite an alternate theory developed 
th\ 

by Langcvln ' nay bo employed to yield the rccoribinatlon coefficient* 
(2) 

Iho saturation pressure fbr organ gas Is given by Massey and Buzbop', 

pegs 635, to be £60*000 m of Bg« Haw fbr the problem being solved In 
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this work the Umaon theory vith r /x _ assumed small vlll ho quite 

satiofactoiy due to the low pressures Involved* 

Up to the present time there hove been no productive Investigations 

of the Ionization rate "rfl" * However, since the equilibrium state of an 

Ionized gas Is veil known, it is possible to use this condition In con¬ 

junction vith the known form of and deduce a fbrn of which vlll 

give the proper equilibrium conditions and, due to the appearance of an 

exponential tern the deduced fbra of r&, yield the most important features 

of the non-equilibrium region* The equilibrium condition Is given by 

the "Saha Equation", 

ejcptE/to] - 
/ x 

Bov at equilibrium ”dn/dt" Is zero and rD Is equivalent to rR* 

fbro, rD can be written as 

-E/RT a N 2 B T3'2/) 

rD - —g  (1 - x) e 

(12) 

There- 

It Is noted that rQ obtained In this maimer Is proportional to tho 

neutral atom number density which is as would be expected* How, 

dn « M2 (X - *) c 

dt L / 

and substituting for the recombination -coefficient "a" vith appropriate 

constants for argon gas gives 

dn 

It 
2.11 x 10 5 /° 3 Qp f lm2Q x 10*6 T 3^2 (1 - x) e "E/RT 

5T575 l r 

n - 
*r\ 
r 

Since 
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and d/9 /dt can bo obtained from cq. (10) as 

5T <Jc/\J/4y-X 

and further by considering the flov to be steady the reaction rate equa¬ 

tion vill take the following form: 

^x_ M0*'* f Qp 

37 <wr* {" /* 
*} 
J(13) 

vhere ”J[ ” is:tbo normal distance behind the shock front. 

Nov, in order to approximate the reflected shock pattern at the 

vail the following equations from gas dynamics may be solved across the 

incident shock and then across the reflected shock to yield the reflected 

vave angle "<Tn and the fluid properties behind the intersection* 

l . t i— M 2. —i 

•$INJ[ ^ L A},* Sntz<r- - 'J (1*) 

liA/ r _ _ r / ... /*-/! 
(15) 

7* _ J yi r~ 2 o i 
If " ^ " 

1
—
1
 

i
l
£
 (16) 

- o * 
77 LI+H/M}) (17) 

/? _ ■=_ r / 
* £■] /l ^t/ L //,* ^/^(T (IS) 
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SOLUTION OP EQUATIONS 

It is now apparent that due to the complicated nature of the reac¬ 

tion rate equation a general solution cannot he obtained by integration. 

Up to this point the procedure has been General as far as initial condi¬ 

tions being unspecified* The only restrictions being made is that the 

fluid must be mon-atamic vith no excited states, singly ionized, and that 

recombination occurs by a three-body 4.pn-electron process* It vill now 

be necessary to assume the initial conditions chosen previously and ob¬ 

tain a solution for them* 

For the given initial conditions where Argon is the fluid medium, 

that is, 

T - 1667 °K 

M - 10 

(T- 29* 

x » 0.00 

a solution can be made across the incident shock* The following quan¬ 

tities may be calculated as 

.3 
P * 10 atmospheres 

uni ■ u^ sin r « sin <T 

» 3.69 x 10^ cm/sec 

u., - u, Cos (P1 
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The fbllowlna constants vfaicb havo been defined in tbs previous ocotion 

bavo tbs fbUovlnc values for tho given Initial conditions across the 

incident ohocb: 

• 1.073 x 10** tp/cac 

Cg » 4.000 x 10** dyrtes/cn2 

C3 * 7*675 x 10*° ca2/occ2 

A^ * -4*730 x 2Xp cn2/occ2 

Ag * 3*333 x 1010 cn2/ooc2 

Ag *-1*894 x 10** caP/occ2 

A^ * -0*090 

B, - 4.023 x 1010 co2/ooc2 

Bg " -(1*029)1 ca2/two2 

D3 "‘^•737 x 1011 ca2/ooc2 

Equations (9)# (10), (11), and (13) bccono 

Un (c*/Jecf 3 Ls-&tT- 4,35’l)i/6r{d.0JM 

J> _ / OJS X/o"1 

< tylcst)" 

~T(*K)~ j4,0J3X'o°+/M7M"f&d?d+x - 

s)7 r / -U£il 
J.¥0X'& r Qi> J USf/o^T^i-rtOe r* 

JU ' ] /* L )j(U>7d+X J ^ 

¥.737^/1 
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The diffusion cross-section "Q^" normally is a function of tempera¬ 

ture but since it does not vary greatly for the range of temperatures 

encountered behind the incident shock it may be chosen as 1.23 x 10 x cm 

for an average temperature of 11,000*K, values of "V being obtained 
(2) 

from Massey and Burhop , page 13* Using this quantity and Integrating 

the above four relations numerically gives the results shown on figures 

2, 3» and 5« Using these results and equation (3) gives the varia¬ 

tion of pressure shown in figure 6. The flow deflection angle " " may 

be calculated by 

U 
ten (l 

t 

vhere wu " is equal to the constant "u. " by eq. (3) and (l). Figure 

1 

7 gives the flow deflection "«/" as a function of "/ ". 

Nov the equilibrium total velocity is given by 

u^ » 6.695 3c 10^ cm/sec 

Figures 2 through 7 indicate a reaction thickness of 0.756 centi¬ 

meters and gives the equilibrium state of region (3)* These equilibrium 

quantities then become the initial conditions for the flow ahead of the 

reflected shock in the free stream region. The total flow deflection 

through this portion of the reflected shock and the following reaction 

region must according to the boundary condition for shock reflection be 

equal and opposite to that through the incident shock and reaction region. 

Therefore, using equations (l), (2), (3), (5), (8), and (12) and the re¬ 

lations for u , u. , u and u^ and solving the equations simultaneously iij n r 

between the two equilibrium regions 3 and 5 will yield the wave angle 
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H<p" for the reflected shock. The above equations can be rewritten as 

fallows between tbs two equllibriua states 3 end 5* 

(£.\(*£i = SiM (r'-d 
'fs/KUs-J SiAf <r (l-a) 

"fy ~l~/% M-Z (T - Jg- 'i'/s' (2-3) 

Us~ — Cos <7~~ 
u3 Cos(r-J) 

(3-a) 

C3 = -$r~lsO +Xr)+ 
S 

+ i4r7’&w'z(r*J) 

7%~ _ //>;') 

P3 " (/S/\73/ 

(8-a) 

(5-a) 

Substituting (l-a) into (5-a) to elininato 

eliminate u^/u^ civos 

j/ j 00,1 using (3-a) to 

■P7 _ ^J5) J) 
/$- (j+Xr)\~nrJ ±3# <r (19) 

Using this to elininate P^/P^ in (12-a) gives 

£w(r-J) (20) 

Using (16) to eliminate P,. and (l-a) to elininate ^ and (3-a) to 
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p 

eliminate (u^) gives 

% ~ +tiMiC*i.rS'» <r 7^>(r-«0 (21) 

Nov colvinc (0-a) for ?<- end eliminating with (3-a) gives 

•73- +^r-M-£Cs>&»V-j^l22) 

Equations (20), (21), and (22) are three equations vith unknowns x^f T^, 

and <T • Equation (22) can then he used to eliminate In (20) and (21) 

and the resulting two relations can then he solved to yield the vave 

angle H(T" for the reflected shock* Subotltutlng the equlUbrira values 

of region 3 end solving yields 

“ 31*7 (measured vith respect to the flow direction of 
region 3) 

Uj. * 5.76 x 10** cm/sec 

» 6*hO x 10*^ gn/ca^ 

* 175*5 x 10*^ atmospheres 

also, 

Sin <r. 3.5a xirWeoc 

Cos r » 5*63 x 10^ cm/sec 

Nov in order to determine the reaction thickness end the variation of 

properties in the non-equilibrium region k behind this free stream por¬ 

tion of the reflected shock, equations (9), (10), (11), and (13) may he 

solved simultaneously and integrated numerically as before to yield the 

results of figures 8, 9, 10, and 11 vhile use of eq» (3) will yield the 

results of figure 12* Note the diffusion cress section "Q^” was taken 

2 
to he 1*53 x 10 cm vhlch corresponds to on average temperature of 

lfe,000*K behind the reflected shock* The constants of equations (9), 

(10), end (11) vhlch were evaluated for the integration have the 

following values for the reflected check: 
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C1 » 5*505 x 10 gm/cm sec 

h 2 
Cg ■ 22.64 x 10 dynes/cm 

C3 - 13*62 x 10
10 cm2/sec2 

^ - -5*14 x 105 cm2/sec2 

Ag “ 6.8l x 101® cm2/sec2 

A3 - -13.94 x 10
10 cm2/sec2 

A^ - 0.0111 

Bx - 10.43 x 10
10 cm2/eec2 

B2 - -(11.13 x 10
10)i cm2/sec2 

B3 - -4.735 x 10
11 cm2/cec2 

This now completes the solution for the free stream flow and shock 

patterns. 

Bov In considering the How adjacent to the vail It will he accused 

that the Incident shock extends to the vail undistorted. Since the 

shock Is very thin equations (l4), (15)> (l6), (17)# and (l8)may he 

solved across both the Incident and reflected shocks at the vail to give 

the following results for the reflected wave angle and the fluid prop¬ 

erties behind the Intersection. 

r ■ 40.5 (measured with respect to the fluid flow In the 
region Just ahead of the reflected shock; as 
seen from figure 7 the flow In this region makes 
an angle of 20* with tha.vall) 

P * 138 x 10“^ atmospheres 

u ■ 5*47 x 10^ cm/sec 

f* ■ 2*33 x ID*6 ga/cm^ 

T - 23,800*K 

M - 1.71 
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Nov, In order to determine the reaction alone this particular etreon¬ 

line the conservation equations once again vill he one dimensional hut 

the conservation equations of mass and nonentua may not he vritten since 

the streamline cross section is variable* Therefore, only the energy 

equation (8) nay he used* It is noted from previous solutions of the re¬ 

action rate equations that "u" and "P” do not vary greatly* Hi addition 

the quantity Md /°/dt" is not great* Therefore, in order to obtain a 

solution u and P are assumed constant and d //dt is assuaed to ho sero* 

These assumptions to a certain degree are off-setting assumptions and 

hence the result may he a fair approximation of the reaction along this 

streamline* Zt is seen that by assuming 

u « constant 

by equation (U) 

h • constant 

or 4- *£ — c OVJ hut 
s 

Solving for "T" gives, 

T- &■)(-%) -Xfl 

Also, from equation (5) and the calculated value of "P" 

A = £>7>3 

' Ttn-% 

Note, the above constant in the energy equation may be evaluated by using 

the fluid properties calculated directly behind the shock Intersection 

at the vail* Solving then simultaneously vlth the reaction rate equa¬ 

tion and integrating numerically gives the results of figures 13 end l4. 

Zt should he noted that following the fast reaction the fluid proper¬ 

ties along this streamline are different than along streamlines farther 
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removed from the vail* Therefore, even after the fast reaction is com¬ 

plete the region adjacent to the vail remains In a non-equilibrium state. 

It Is left then to the mechanisms of diffusion and heat transfer to bring 

about equilibrium further dovnstream* 
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CONCLUSIONS 

It has been determined that a uniform parallel flow passing obliquely 

through a free stream reaction region, that is a region relatively far 

removed from a vail or Interfering body, where mass, energy and momentum 

are conserved will be gradually deflected through the region. In this 

problem of shock reflection from vails In a reacting medium It was shown 

that if the reaction thicknesses Involved are significantly large, then 

difficulty Is encountered In obtaining a solution forthe flow In a region 

directly behind the shock Intersection* The reason may be seen by apply¬ 

ing the boundary condition for shock reflection from vails; this being 

that the total change In the flow direction of a streamline crossing 

both the Incident and reflected shocks and following reaction regions 

must be zero* In the free stream region It can be seen that this require¬ 

ment can be satisfied without difficulty since there Is sufficient space 

available to allow for a gradual flow deflection* This will not be true 

near the vail, however, and In this region of Interference the flow will 

be two dimensional and the governing equations must be written in a two 

dimensional form* Since this region Is also a non-equilibrium reaction 

region it has not been possible to solve for the flow and shock pattern 

In this region* 

Fortunately, however, for the case of argon gas, reaction thick¬ 

nesses were found to be small especially at higher densities and tem¬ 

peratures* This means that the difficulties encountered by Interference 

will be experienced only In a relatively small region near the shock 

Intersection with non-uni fom properties occurring in a thin region along 

the vail* Nov, this difficulty will only be significant In the event 

that the characteristic flow dimension, that Is a tube diameter or tube 
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length approaches the same order of magnitude as the reaction thickness. 

In this problem the maximum thickness encountered was 0.753 centimeters 

behind the incident shock and very much less behind the reflected shock. 

It appears then that for most practical problems, that is, where the re* 

action thickness may be considered negligible, the entire flow solution 

may be obtained by the methods shown In this study for the free stream 

solution. 

In the event reaction thicknesses may not be considered negligible 

a first approximation may be made for the reflected wave angle and fluid 

properties along the wall as was done In this study. A comparison of 

this reflected wave angle with that of the free stream will give some 

Idea of the extent of interference In the flow. 

Now, the wave pattern and reaction thicknesses as calculated In 

the previous section fbr the particular problem chosen for solution In 

this work is shown in figure (15). The free stream equilibrium proper¬ 

ties of regions 3 and 5# see figure 15, were calculated In the previous 

section and Indicated In figures (2) through (12) and for convenience 

are tabulated along with the given initial conditions. 

-■a 
P^ ■ 10 * atmospheres 

- 2.92 x 10“7 gm/cm3 

P3 » 32.3 x 10 -3 

-6 
P_ - 176 x 10“3 
5 

Tx - l667*K 

u^ “ 7*61 X 103 cm/sec 

x1 - 0.00 

/>3 » 15.7 x 10 

T3 » 9500 

u3 » 6.695 x 10** 

x3 - 0.0585 

» 64 x 10‘ 
-6 

T_ - 11500 
? 

u5 - 5.76 X 10
5 

x_ - 0.166 
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Hgore 6. Variation in pressure behind incident shock (atmospheres) 

Figure 7. Plow deflection behind incident shock (degrees) 
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Figure 12. Variation An pressure behind reflected shock (atmospheres) 
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